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In this paper we reflect on the design process of the Filming a New Beginning workshop, a critical thinking practice designed with families in Chennai, India, to promote personal growth and individual development through the mobile production of short mobile video films. We consider the workshop and the way it was designed as empowering to raise sustainability inside a community. We highlight identified design opportunities based on challenges and practices found in Chennai, and describe the key lessons learned from testing a pilot workshop, which resulted in the designed workshop. We conclude by providing our future vision of how to understand the impact of the workshop on the family learning culture.

Introduction

The Filming A New Beginning (FNB) workshop is a guided activity where individuals first recognize their own position in difficult or uncomfortable situations; second, acquire an understanding of the other persons’ motivations and intentions in these situations; and third, ideate alternatives to produce more favourable situations for all. Because individuals are not isolated but live in a socio-cultural environment, a ‘do-it-together’ approach to create sustainable social practices is fundamental in the critical thinking practice.

The pedagogical foundations of this paper are Paulo Freire’s (1970) well-known pedagogy of the oppressed, and the theoretical approach emphasising learning to be a complex socio-cultural process of situated activity to gain understanding and new meanings (Säljö, 1996; Engeström, 1987; Hakkarainen, Järvelä, Lipponen and Lehtinen, 1998; Paavola, Lipponen and Hakkarainen, 2004). In sustainable societies and communities individuals are free to explore, ask why and look for solutions – simultaneously. The individuals have a voice and may improve their living conditions. They are empowered to build sustainable communities with sustainable cultural conventions.

In this paper, critical thinking refers to the inquiry of practical and social situations that a person experiences, leading to the understanding that each individual is a “maker of culture” (Ackermann, Decortis and Hourcade, 2009: 296), and resulting in a behaviour that can make a difference in one’s personal life. Because an individual is a “maker of culture” (Ackermann, Decortis and Hourcade, 2009: 296), clear positive changes in personal behaviour through critical thinking may create an effect in a whole family, the community and society. The culture may become sustainable in the broadest meaning of the term.

When looking for lucid and motivating learning methods with critical thinking practices, mobile phone video was selected as a potential learning tool. According to Narayanan (2007: 8) video as a learning tool may “allow for learners to develop their imagination, to be able to play, have fun, and to be able to tell stories in different and exciting ways”. Therefore, the technology can be a resolution to move away from a situation where learning is tied to school, and move closer to learning as something that develops individual and personal growth.
During the participatory design research conducted in the Ramapuram village in Chennai, India we identified challenges – based on the Conventions on the Rights of the Child by the United Nations (1989) as universal framework for the development of children – that clearly prevent children from reaching their full potential. We found the children who participated in the study to grow up in an impoverished environment where external objectives dominate their home learning culture. This leads, for instance, to a family culture where physical discipline of the children is common. Further, it was found that immediate livelihood concerns were discussed in front of the children without offering them constructive dialogue. Lastly, we found the omnipresent reluctance to engage with specific social and physical settings to cause an inhibition to critical thinking and empowerment. How these challenges and issues are addressed in the resulting design is discussed in more detail later on.

The FNB workshop presented in this paper is an informal learning practice that aims to serve as an example of how children can develop personal learning strategies, and enter a critical dialogue with everyday practices through digital media design. The underlying practice of the workshop, and the way in which the workshop was designed illustrate a practical aspiration for social sustainability.

Background

Chennai, the capital of the Indian State Tamil Nadu, is composed of village-like neighbourhoods, one of them being Ramapuram. Ramapuram was where the FNB research was conducted from August to December 2009. The village had an estimated population of 30,000 people (Tamil Page, 2010) and was – as Narayanan (2007) has described her study site – neglected, impoverished, and unstable. In her study, Narayanan (2007) concluded that basic human rights like hygiene and health are withheld from the people who live there. The FNB study was conducted with a local non-profit organization, the Pudiyador Association for Community Empowerment (Pudiyador).

Pudiyador is a Tamil expression for ‘a new beginning’. The non-profit organization works as an after school centre for children from low-income families. In 2009, Pudiyador supported 35 children between approximately 6 to 14 years of age, with individual care for their personal learning interests. In conversation, Pudiyador’s director mentioned that contrary to other learning centres in Chennai, Pudiyador has absence of violence and low monthly fees with attached educational financial plan.

The FNB workshop emerged from a first approach to this community with a project called NokiaExpand. The project happened in the context of a study course at the Helsinki University of Technology (currently: Aalto University School of Science and Technology) and was sponsored by Nokia. It aimed at designing a mobile device for learning needs The results included software and industrial design prototypes, and recommendations for further research. The FNB project originated from the authors’ personal learning, and is unrelated to the previous project aims and practical results.

Design Practice

Practitioners of participatory design widely see that, even if their backgrounds and areas of concern are so diverse that there can be no single definition of participatory design (“CPSR – What Is Participatory Design?,” 2008; Schuler and Clement, 2004), there are issues they agree on. In participatory design, design ideas arise in the collaboration of stakeholders with different backgrounds. Those using or expected to use technology are recognized as the prime source of innovation. Because of this, participatory designers prefer to spend time with people in their everyday life situations rather than test prototypes in laboratories. In participatory design, design challenges are recognized from the real context of people’s lives. Neither the challenges nor the solutions should ever be imposed from the outside (Leinonen, Toikkanen and Silfvast, 2008).

Narayanan (2007) identified that people who live in precarious situations in India are largely overlooked when new artefacts are designed. To stop this exclusive design practice, Narayanan (2007) maintains that their practices should be considered in the design process.

The wider methodological approach of the research was based on Freire’s ‘Pedagogy of the Oppressed’, which states that liberating transformation can only happen through practical, dialogical, and
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joint participation of individuals intending transformation and the people in the environment under transformation (Freire, 1970: 75, 158).

The FNB workshop was designed with an “intergenerational design team”, (Druin, 1999). In addition to the designer (one of the authors) who entered the field from Finland and led the research, the team consisted of ten children, five mothers and two interpreters. The local design team members were involved with Pudiyador, and many lived in Ramapuram. All participants became equal design partners throughout the study.

The kin and friendship relations of the children in Pudiyador were the criteria for asking people to join the design team. The child-participants were between 9 and 13 years old – ages cannot be stated exactly. Of the ten children, six were girls and four boys, all with various educational histories. The five mothers were between 22 and 35 years old, with school education from 0 to 10 years. Most of the children participated regularly in the design meetings, but the mothers participated non-regularly. To overcome the language barrier between the families and the designer, two Pudiyador facilitators joined the design team as interpreters and design partners.

Contextual Inquiry

According to Beyer and Holtzblatt (1998: 46-47) contextual inquiry in design is a planned set of actions where designers inquire and learn by following and participating in the practice of their customers. In the following we describe how the contextual inquiry took place in the study, starting from the first meetings with the design team members to more formal work in common design sessions.

Identifying everyday family activities and meeting spaces

According to Noe (2009: 70) the living environment of a person offers the opportunity to develop. In this study, it was assumed that the living environment of the design team members opened up in different ways to each individual, and understanding their conceptions of it is valuable for the design result.

In the course of two weeks the designer walked with each design team member through their everyday environment, including their homes. During the walks the participants took pictures of their living spaces with mobile camera phones, which were introduced to them before the walks. In a similar way as the photographer Zana Briski (Kids with Cameras, n.d.) taught photography to children to give them a possibility to document their living spaces in the red-light district in Calcutta, the participants of the design team in our case were asked to provide their perception of their environment. Initial doubts about ethical implications of introducing supplementary technology into the environment, were refuted. The design team members were not reluctant to return the technology. Most participants enjoyed the photo activity. Only one participant returned the technology without taking pictures.

The resulting images were printed and shared within the entire design team. In the design team, we discussed topics related to family meeting spaces, shared day-to-day activities between parents and children, and family conversations. We also drew pictures of the situations. The aim of the photo sharing, discussion and drawing sessions was to capture an understanding of the present practices and learning culture between parents and children, to be used in following research and design activities.

Visualizing the mood of the shared activities

In these design sessions we explored the shared everyday practices of the parents and children further. We recognized and categorized negative and positive experiences, although the activities were sometimes experienced and interpreted differently.

During the design session each participant chose one negative and one positive activity, and created a visualization of each based on personal experiences. For the visual expression we used the printed images and prototyping material available in the environment, such as color pencils, color paper and “pipe-cleaners”, as recommended by other researchers designing with children (Guha, Driun, Chipman, Fails, Simm and Faber, 2004; Montemayor, Druin and Hendler, 2000). During the presentation of the visualizations the participants became aware of a number of challenges, but also recognized enjoyable activities. For example, Figure 1 illustrates ‘Playing at home’, a negatively experienced activity, and Figure 2 illustrates ‘A family discourse’, perceived as positive.
To understand how the shared activities happen in everyday life, we chose to stage them in the design team using image theatre. Image theatre, developed by Boal as part of the “Poetics of the Oppressed”, is a form of theatre performed in three stages, focusing on the “feasibility of change” (Boal, 1979: 117). In the first stage, the participants arrange a frozen image with their bodies to visualize the experience of a situation. Then, they stage an “ideal image” of the same situation. Finally, a transitional image is formed, representing how the change could happen. During each stage, the participants can express their values concretely. (Boal 1979: 112-113)

According to Boal (1979: 116), placing oneself in the scene supports the participants’ understanding that they are themselves “part of that reality”. In our case it was left to the participants whether to place themselves into the scene, or solely arrange other participants. And unlike Boal’s (1979: 112) suggestion, the design team members were allowed to speak while arranging their frozen images. Scenes such as doing homework, playing at home, and gardening were staged, played and discussed. The design team members did not have earlier theatre experiences. Probably because of this, we were not able to arrange the transitional image. However, the activity served to understand how the participants interpreted everyday activities, and clarified the design team members’ values of shared family activities.

Prototyping the workshop concept
The concept of the FNB workshop was ideated in design sessions with the Pudiyador facilitators who were also design team members. The original concept included steps such as choosing a theme, filming everyday experiences related to that theme, viewing, reflecting and re-filming scenes, interviewing people outside of the design team, and showing the resulting films to an audience.

To test the concept we arranged a pilot of the workshop in form of 9 prototyping sessions with 12 design team members. The children and the facilitators participated, but the mothers did not. The sessions
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were held daily, and lasted approximately 2 hours each. To enable immediate prototyping of emerging difficulties, the proceeding was open and revised as the workshop went on.

The participants worked within two teams of six persons. One adult joined each team. The teamwork enabled the participants to relate their own experiences to those of other persons, and to ideate suitable representations together.

The pilot gave insight on the practical application of the workshop, and provided more contextual information that was not considered or understood when defining the initial concept. The lessons learned from the pilot workshop were used to define more precise design challenges, and to design the workshop model.

Identified Design Opportunities

During the contextual inquiry, drawing on the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Human Rights by the United Nations (1948, 1989), we recognized several design challenges preventing the community members, especially the children, from reaching their fullest potential.

For instance, parents and teachers applied physical discipline in the hope of solving fights between children, or to get them to study. Interviews with community members and discussions with design team members illustrated that school was considered as the only stakeholder responsible for learning. Learning at home was dominated by external objectives given by the school and children were often denied to learn or to discover skills by playing. For instance, one child expressed that he did not like to play at home, because his mother would hide his toys and threaten to hit him. In practice, play was considered a waste of time.

Based on the recognized challenges we were able to define design opportunities. These are presented in the following.

Relationship building with a common language

The design team found that the feeling of familiarity reduces inhibitions. Whether it is familiarity with an artefact or with another person, the design team noticed that relationship building is an opportunity for learning free from inhibitions. A relationship means casually knowing something for example another person, but also a domain of knowledge (Papert 1993: 135). When people can converse with each other, by interrogating and sharing their descriptions of the world, there is an opportunity for an effective form of learning (Sharples, Corlett and Westmancott, 2002).

The design team found that a common language between children and adults fosters relationship building and empowers everyone with a voice to speak about their perception of the world. In practice, a common language can be a certain way of talking with each other – a form of dialogue leading to mutual understanding. In the search of a common language, external visual tools can play an important role.

Embedded play

The explorative character of play is beneficial for developing a personal learning strategy. A practice of play, which is shared by the adults and children alike, can help people to communicate. However, because of the stigma among the participants, of play being useless, the practice should not be recognized or titled with the notion of play.

During the contextual inquiry, after gathering information about leisure activities, the design team discovered that, although the learning culture is not inclusive of play, recreational activities are an integral part of a person’s life. There was a diversity of storytelling and narrative spaces in the village. Storytelling appeared to be an accepted free time activity by children and adults. We concluded that the element that informs all shared activities is storytelling.

In the design team, we started to call ‘play’ that is not called play, or even recognized as play by the participants, as ‘embedded play’. When designing the FNB workshop we carefully considered how the
activities could include ‘embedded play’ that is building on and close to the existing storytelling tradition and practices widely accepted by the community.

**Practicing change with performance**

In order to make a difference, a person has to identify what to change. However, difficult situations are deeply rooted in the day-to-day life of a person, and strenuous to recognize (Illich, 1971: 51). Also, a change of practice needs to be embedded into the mutually established body of knowledge, to become a genuine characteristic of the same.

Performance of everyday life can make personal knowledge explicit. A person can gain insight about what they would like to change and how. Boal (1979: 119) illustrates that theatre can be a “rehearsal for revolution”, because the performance of an invented action is a carried out action that can encourage an everyday practice. In communion, difficult situations can be resolved, and change can be practiced.

During the contextual inquiry we notice that performance is seen as opportunity to understand others and to develop empathy. In the design team, we recognized that the performances of everyday life events represented situations that were familiar and close to all participants. The stage and the practices were shared points of origin for all. Performance added to the establishment of a common language between the people, because we saw that staging everyday situations, and sharing them this way with others could help the community members to discuss difficult issues. By documenting the performances we thought to gain a wider audience and an extra layer of reflection for them than in the case of using live theater.

**Re-contextualizing technology**

Re-contextualizing technology refers to the use of a technical artifact, such as a tool, in a way in which it has not been used before. Discussions with the team members during the contextual inquiry revealed that 5 of the 30 families engaged with Pudiyador activities own camera mobile phones, and that the children use the phones in their everyday life. During the design workshop we thought that joining the camera mobile phones with the already existing narrative practice of families in Chennai, the phones could become tools for embedded play, practicing change and relationship building. With this approach we could operate by not putting the technology into focus, but by looking for ways to mediate and cultivate practices, which are able to empower people with the opportunity to understand that the actions of each individual can shape personal and mutual established realities.

**Prototyping the FNB Workshop**

The nine sessions of the pilot workshop that we organized with the design team to further test and design the workshop were structured in three types of sessions: five filming sessions, three prototyping sessions, and one screening. The lessons learned from the pilot workshop are described here.

In the filming sessions, the participants filmed everyday situations they intended to change. To identify the situations, the teams filmed the activities of a day until they encountered a difficult situation. From this, we concluded that the workshop should support a slow filming approach.

After watching the initial films, storyboards were created that included ideas of how to better visually represent the scenes. Storyboard development was considered as integral practice of the workshop, because the storyboards supported the decision making during the filming.

In one filming session the teams conducted interviews with shop-owners in Ramapuram, to access their opinions on the theme ‘Play in Ramapuram’, determined by the design team in advance. However, one team asked the interviewees about their experience of physical discipline by their parents. A debrief with the design team concluded that physical discipline was conceptually linked to play. Further, we found that showing the films to the interviewee before asking the questions could frame the theme of the interview.

During the prototyping sessions, we noticed that unintentionally recorded instructions often caused film dialogue to be inaudible. However, because the instructions included ideas, such as camera angles, film locations, and actor positions that could be applied when re-filming a situation, the instructions only disturbed the final films. We concluded that the FNB workshop should support two modes of filming.
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One mode of collecting information, in which instructions can be recorded, and another mode of careful filming, in which instructions can only be given after the filming.

Lastly, the screening session was intended for sharing the children’s films with their parents at the centre, but the parents did not follow our invitation. Reasons, such as inaccessibility of the meeting space, impossible schedule coordination, and fear of public exposure based on uncertainty about the film content, were suggested. To make sharing possible for future workshops, the design team ideated a road show scenario, in which the children would show their films to passersby in public spaces and request immediate feedback.

FNB Workshop Designed

The FNB workshop was designed for educators and persons working with children all over the world. During the workshop, difficult everyday situations are identified and favourable situations are practiced in dialogical communion through the creation of mobile video films. The goals are to develop a personal critical thinking practice, and to gain a voice to speak about personally relevant topics by establishing a personal film language. This section describes the FNB workshop as it resulted from the design practices performed in Chennai.

The workshop structure

Figure 3: Timetable of the FNB workshop

The FNB workshop is structured in a preparation stage, where resources and locations are set, and a practice stage, where participants make four films thematically titled with ‘Remember’, ‘Encounter’, ‘Resolve’, and ‘Broadcast’. Each film is created in three steps: ‘Access’, ‘Reflect’, and ‘Discover’. Excluding the organizing stage, the FNB workshop amounts to twelve steps, and each is recommended to last about 2 hours. The workshop timetable, illustrated in Figure 3, depends on the unique conditions of the environment where it is organized. It is progressively structured during the production. For example, encounters with other persons, referred to as supporting filmmakers, can only be scheduled after difficult situations are identified. The equipment needed to facilitate an FNB workshop is paper, pencils and a video camera, such as a camera mobile phone. No previous film making experience is required. During the workshop participants are referred to as filmmakers, and can freely chose a role, such as film director, actor and cameraperson, as to support their development of a personal film language.

Iterative process: Access – reflect – discover

The content of the films originates from personal everyday situations that the filmmakers detect as problematic. To support the filmmakers in finding their own pace of approaching their films, each film is created in three steps. They are explained in the following.
Access
Here, information is collected and everyday life is investigated with the mobile camera. The camera is used as a virtual sketchbook, and the filmmakers neither need to pay attention to the aesthetics of their films, nor a filming plan. Viewing the films that resulted from collecting the information is a good opportunity to share experiences.

Reflect
In this step, the information is carefully discussed and analyzed. The filmmakers identify the main points of the collected information, and combine several experiences to one story, by organizing scenes in a storyboard. Listening to the learning experiences of the facilitator was found to be a good way to initiate the reflection.

Discover
The storyboards are filmed during this third step. The intended repetition of a reflected problematic helps the filmmakers in their learning process. The camera is used as a medium of expression and not anymore as a sketching tool. The filmmakers develop their personal film language and use their creativity freely. After the filming practices all filmmakers gather to view and discuss the resulting films.

The Four Films of FNB
The four films for the FNB workshop thematically build on one another by following the three-step iteration. Here we illustrate how the three steps relate to the four films.

Film 1 ‘Remember’
While making this first film, the filmmakers are intended to ‘discover’ their own positions in difficult everyday situations by filming them from their point of view. The content of this first film directs the focus of the following three films.
To create the first film, the filmmakers ‘access’ relevant information, then ‘reflect’ on their own role and identify the difficult situations they want to change, and lastly re-film the selected situations.

Film 2 ‘Encounter’
‘Encounter’ means that filmmakers face other people in the situation. All parties from the identified problem are now included in the filming practice, in order to identify different viewpoints of the problematic and understand that many motivations exist in one situations.
First, the ‘Remember’ films are shown to the supporting filmmakers in a location of their choice. Building on the difficult everyday situations, the filmmakers ‘access’ the intentions of the other persons, and make them visible by staging and filming them. The filmmakers then ‘reflect’ on the gathered information, and identify the motivations of the supporting filmmakers. By staging and filming the situation from the perspective of the supporting filmmakers their positions are ‘discovered’.

Film 3 ‘Resolve’
For this film, the filmmakers and the supporting filmmakers practice, stage and film favourable situations together. The filmmakers learn that challenging situations can be transformed with a change of practice.
The ‘access’ step of the ‘Resolve’ film consists of viewing and discussing the ‘Remember’ and ‘Encounter’ film. Possible resolutions are ideated, during the ‘reflect’ step. Through filming the ideated change, it is made concrete, which means ‘discovered’, and the favourable practice becomes accessible.

Film 4 ‘Broadcast’
The final film is about understanding how realistic the filmmaker’s change is for persons who encounter the ideas for the first time.
The filmmakers and the supporting filmmakers present their previous created films to passersby in public places, such as parks or playgrounds, via the camera screen, and ‘access’ their opinions and com-
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ments. To better ‘reflect’ about the audience’s feedback, this interaction can be filmed. Lastly, the filmmakers ‘discover’ how realistic their resolution was perceived by filming the audience’s suggestions. The FNB workshop closes by viewing all four films, and reflecting about the learning outcome of the workshop.

Conclusion

The design team members considered the FNB workshop to initiate discussions about personally relevant topics, and to establish an atmosphere of change. However, it is too early to evaluate the impact that the FNB workshop has on the family learning culture. In the following, we provide a future vision of how this could be evaluated.

The films resulting from the FNB workshop contain knowledge, for example an ideated resolution, which the filmmakers gained in the course of the workshop. The films serve as mental scaffolds of the ‘access-reflect-discovery’ iteration that the filmmakers experienced, and can be appropriated as a communication medium, in much the same way as words. The films are accessible to the filmmakers, in the widest sense through their memory of the workshop. For example, during the contextual inquiry, the designer gifted a printed photograph of the frozen image ‘Playing at home’ to the family members who staged this scene. When returning to the family a few days later, the mother reported that when she was about to physically punish the child for playing, the child would present the photograph to her, and she would refrain. The child said that a family joke developed around this everyday situation.

Studying the appropriation of the films in everyday family life after an FNB workshop could serve to identify the kind of impact the ideated resolutions have on the family life, and could shed light on the role of the digital artefact in social transformation.

Furthermore, we consider the FNB workshop to be a practice capable of being utilized by any person. It is our intention to identify communities for which the FNB workshop could be a valuable practice.
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